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CASE
STUDY

CREATING A SCALABLE SOLUTION FOR FUTURE EXPANSION

A CASE STUDY OF GLASGOW CITY COUNCILS
SOLUTION FOR TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
Glasgow City Council were faced with the need to meet CoCo compliance as 2FA had become
a requirement for remote access users. Instead of just solving the immediate challenges,
ACCESS Glasgow LLP wanted to find a solution that was able to integrate with service partners
and government applications.

The challenge
ACCESS Glasgow LLP is a joint venture between Glasgow City Council and Serco,
providing specialist ICT and property services to the council and its 28,000 employees.
Customer: ACCESS Glasgow LLP/ Glasgow City

When the process of implementing a 2FA-solution began, the challenge was to improve

Council

services with tools of smarter working, at the same time the solution should be flexible

Partner: Enforce

enough for future expansion, without heavy budget inflation.

Industry Sector: Government
Country: Scotland
Challenge: To meet regulatory CoCo compliance
for two-factor authentication (2FA) and add the
ability to authenticate internal and external users

The solution
After testing and evaluating the Freja appliance, ACCESS Glasgow LLP decided to purchase
Verisec´s solution, since Freja met both the technical and commercial requirements.

using many different application types whilst also

The solution was prepared for shared services and upcoming government initiatives,

maintaining strict budgetary controls.

through the built in SAML2 enabled engine and the support of OATH standards. The

Solution: Freja Hardware Appliances alongside

commercial side was equally important, with the absence of a per-user cost, allowing

physical tokens.
Results: A 2FA solution with an unlimited user
license, integrated into the existing environment
and allowing additional 2FA for an unlimited
number of applications, shared services and
federation.
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ACCESS to add an unlimited number of Glasgow City Council employees without
incurring additional licensing costs.

“After an extensive evaluation period in which we
tested products from several different vendors, we
decided on Freja as it matched both our technical and
commercial requirements. The Freja product allows us
to authenticate employees who are working remotely
across multiple locations, and it’s also flexible and
scalable enough for future expansion not only within
our own organisation but also to our service partners
within the Glasgow Council portfolio. Due to the ease
of installation, I am confident that extending the
Freja deployment to include other local and central
Government applications and services will result in
minimal disturbance and maximum benefit to the
infrastructure”
Martin Lee, ICT Project Manager, ACCESS Glasgow LLP

ABOUT ACCESS GLASGOW LLP
ACCESS is a dedicated company that provides
specialist ICT and property services to Glasgow
City Council. An award winning joint venture
between the Council and service company Serco,

The results

ACCESS deliver state of the art service solutions

The initial deployment included 2,000 users and has since increased to 3,000 with

and significant savings for the Council and its

the solution having the capability to add theoretical unlimited number of users at

departments.

no extra cost. Freja has enabled the employees of Glasgow City Council more flexibility
in their work as they are now able to utilize 2FA when away from the office. For Glasgow
City Council the implementation of Freja has not only brought a higher level of
IT-security, it has also made it easier to manage user credentials and relieved the
helpdesk from the burden of constant password resets.

About Verisec
Verisec is an international IT Security company providing the next generation security
solutions for banking, government and businesses worldwide. For more information
about the ACCESS Glasgow LLP case study, please contact sales@verisec.com
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